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“Written in Chinese, the word crisis (Wei Ji) is composed
of two characters, one representing danger “Wei” and
the other “Ji” a chance, an opportunity to be seized”.
These words, which are attributed to J.F. Kennedy, have
since been reiterated many times by countless managers
to mobilise their teams and their organisation when
their company ran into difficulties.
In the context of the unforeseen and astounding events
of 2020, this makes total sense: First came the fear and
anguish, then the ability to react and take advantage of
the situation;
Anxiety followed by resilience. That is exactly what we
experienced.
In this latest newsletter, at the start of 2021, I do not
want to revisit our fears, but to celebrate our resilience:
• The resilience of the after-sales sector, which is
classed as essential to the continued success of the
economy in every country; that of the IAM, which
is more agile, flexible, reactive and quicker to seize
opportunities than the OEM, has already been
mentioned.
• I want to honour the resilience of our companies
here. The members of ADI have shown exceptional
resilience: Superior performance in relation to their
market, new members, acquisitions, a successful
stock market launch and preparations for the future.
You will find several illustrations of this in the pages that
follow.
• The resilience of our suppliers, too: innovation
and preparations for the future of the aftermarket
continue to preoccupy our major partners, even in
a year during which they were particularly affected
by the pandemic crisis and its repercussions on the
original equipment business. We direct the spotlight
on 7 of them in this number.
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ADI Contract suppliers in this edition.

Unfortunately, 2021 started as 2020 ended:
The virus is still there, variants are appearing and
fortunately the governments of our countries are taking
protective measures, which – unfortunately – hinder
automobile mobility and affect our markets.
Nonetheless, the start of massive vaccination campaigns
brings the prospect of a way out of the crisis closer and is
cause for reasonable optimism.

AD International’s supplier portfolio counts more than
40 leading parts manufacturers, all with OE pedigree
(more information on ADI or its contract suppliers on
www.ad-europe.com).
Each ADI Newsletter in 2020 and 2021 (including the
electronic version AD Flash) will contain fresh content
from our contract suppliers. Their aim is to provide
you with information on their companies and product
range, and their role in our and your businesses or in
the automotive aftermarket in general.
ADI Contract suppliers in this edition:

We will continue to control our anxiety, to adapt and to
seize every opportunity.
I wish you all a very prosperous and happy year, excellent
health and amazing resilience.
Yours sincerely.
Stéphane ANTIGLIO
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CIAK Group (AD ADRIA)

listed on the

stock exchange
CIAK Group is a 25-year old company based
in Croatia, which in its scope of activities
includes wholesale and distribution of spare
parts and car equipment in the independent
aftermarket, as well as environmental
activities – recycling of batteries and
hazardous waste management.
The group operates in Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and consists of more than 1,300 employees who are
the main success factor of the group, together with more than 20.000
commercial partners. With more than 120 branches, CIAK Group is the
largest Croatian independent aftermarket distributor (the “IAM”) on a
consolidated level for a third year in a row; while with four centres for
hazardous waste management in Croatia it successfully operates in the
Ecology sector in accordance with numerous certificates that adhere to
the highest European standards of quality and professionalism.
Historically, CIAK Group was a specialist for batteries and lubricants,
and its path to full-blown IAM distributor incorporating spare parts for
passenger cars and commercial vehicles as well through companies CIAK
AUTO and CIAK TRUCK, started during the period 2013-2015 when more
than 15 acquisitions were made in the local market. Thanks to valuable
suppliers who supported the development, CIAK Group was developed
into a full-blown IAM supplier and entered AD International in 2017,
with a continued portfolio strategy of focusing on a smaller number of
suppliers to make the sales and marketing team more effective. This
strategy, together with expansion of the number of branches (in total 85
with battery shops, 60 are spare-parts oriented) and delivery fleet (265
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vehicles) enabled strong growth in
Croatia in figures:
Croatia in the past years.
End of 2020 marked a milestone
for CIAK Group – the initial public
• 4,2 M people
offering of CIAK Group shares was
• 57.000 km² surface
successfully executed. During the
• 1,7 M passenger
initial public offering, shares were
cars
subscribed by Croatian Mandatory
and Voluntary Pension Funds, Mutual
• OES vs IAM: 42/58
Funds, Insurance Companies and
Retail Investors with which the new
shares acquired represent 32,13% stake in the Company, while the
remaining share is still owned by the family Leko. The total funds raised
through the public offering amounted to 29,5 million EUR, and all the
shares of CIAK Grupa dd are listed on the Zagreb Stock Exchange.
It should be emphasized that the IPO of the CIAK Group is also the largest
IPO in the Republic of Croatia in the last 3 years, and that after the initial
public offering of shares CIAK Group is one of only 7 Croatian companies
in which all four mandatory pension funds have invested, which clearly
shows the long-term investment potential of CIAK Grupa d.d. shares.
The invested funds will be used for the further development and growth,
with a special focus on developing and vertically integrating the IAM
distribution in the surrounding countries. We are very grateful to all
our commercial partners who have contributed to the achievement of
business goals and expansion of the CIAK Group’s business, and to each
of our employees individually, without whom nothing that has been
achieved so far would be achievable.

GATES: E-Start drives repair
opportunities
Gates, the well-known manufacturer with a long OE pedigree, now provides fast and reliable solutions for
professional mechanics in the hybrid vehicle repair market.
The E-Start™ range, from Gates, has
made the identification of the correct OE
quality belts, tensioners and kits for the
right hybrid applications much easier for
installers. At the same time, it is helping
garages reduce vehicle downtime and
increase customer satisfaction. At the distributor level, Gates
E-Start delivers major benefits by recording fewer comebacks
and boosting future sales potential.
Gates’ involvement in hybrid vehicle research and design is well
documented. In collaboration with multiple vehicle manufacturers, the
drive systems manufacturer helped drive development of the ElectroMechanical Drive (EMD), designed specifically for hybrid vehicles fitted
with belt-driven starter generators (BSGs). BSGs play a key role in fuel
economy and emissions reduction by shutting off the engine when the
vehicle becomes stationary. As well as re-starting the engine, they also
recuperate energy during the braking process. This helps to maintain
the vehicle’s battery charge. In service, the Gates EMD has proven to be
among the quietest stop start systems on the market.
Originally branded as Gates EMD, Gates E-Start succeeded EMD as the
premium brand for the hybrid parts range. Today, 29 E-Start Micro-V®
Belts are available, with an initial launch of 12
E-Start Micro-V Belt Kits. These include the specific E-Start belt for
each application, as well as the appropriate highly engineered E-Start
tensioner needed to carry out a complete overhaul of the drive system.
These belts replace the Micro-V Stop & Start belts that were catalogued
with EMD part numbers.

Identifying and fitting the correct belt and tensioner for each hybrid
vehicle is vital because the operating tension inside the BSG far exceeds
the tension found inside standard belt drive systems. Consequently,
E-Start belts are developed from EPDM compounds and include much
stronger aramid cords to provide the strength and durability needed to
accommodate the higher tensions involved.
New packaging and sleeves identify the belts and tensioners of the
E-Start range more closely with the hybrid repair market. Perhaps
more importantly, they distinguish them more clearly from the standard
Micro-V range products. A complete range of E-Start marketing materials
provides sales support for distributors. These materials highlight the:
• High-load and flex design of the belts
• Capacity and durability for over 600,000 start-ups
• Proprietary rubber compound coupled with advanced adhesion
technology
• Enhanced Aramid fiber cord material
• Ultra-quiet construction for ultimate noise resistance in all conditions
Gates has always responded well to technological change. Having been
instrumental in the development of BSGs, the switch from EMD to the
E-Start brand highlights Gates’ ability to address the emerging needs of
installers as more hybrid vehicles enter the aftermarket. It also helps to
better associate belts and kits manufactured by Gates more strongly with
the repair of hybrid vehicles.
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Grupo Autozitânia, partner of
AD PARTS, acquires Bragalis
On December 14, 2020, Grupo Autozitânia, partner of AD PARTS in Portugal, announced the acquisition of
Bragalis - Auto Parts and Accessories
S.A., with effect from January 1, 2021.

With the spare parts market sector in constant change, with enormous
and future challenges, this operation allows both companies to face the
future with greater solidity, complementing their strategies and allowing the growth of their business in a sustained way.
Autozitânia and Bragalis will maintain their autonomous performance
in the market, preserving the formula for success that has allowed the
growth of both companies in a sustained way, keeping the two companies and the two autonomous brands, but achieving high comercial
synergies that will allow to provide a better level of service for all its
clients, as well as benefits for all its stakeholders.
Both companies have more than 30 years of experience in the market,
and this operation complements the offer to its clients at all levels, as
well as the expansion of geographic coverage, allowing to increase the
level of service provided.

Autozitania has 4 logistics and distribution platforms from north to
south of the country
Together, Autozitânia and Bragalis presented in 2019 a turnover of more
than 52 million euros, serving more than 800 clients and counting on
more than 150 collaborators.
With this operation, the joint geographic coverage at the national level
of Autozitânia and Bragalis is provided through 12 logistics platforms,
located from north to south of the country. It was at the beginning of
2020, when Autozitânia became part of AD PARTS as a partner.
We congratulate them on their initiative and encourage them to continue their progression.
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Perfectly Meshed :
Timing belt replacement kits
from F ebi

When the timing belt is due for replacement, all other parts of
the timing drive should be replaced at the same time. This is
why timing belt kits from febi contain all of the necessary components required for a professional and complete belt replacement.
Timing Belts Engineered in
Germany
Timing belts must meet the
highest production standards
as they perform an important function in the engine. To
guarantee the highest levels of
product quality, febi sources its
complete range of timing belts
exclusively from selected OE
suppliers – a large proportion of
which are produced by a leading
manufacturer from Germany.
The Right Design Counts
For a timing belt to run smoothly, the correct tooth design and
the composition of the material
are crucial for a long belt life.
Additionally, the quality of the
mounting parts also plays a
major role, which is why febi
sources a large amount of our
belt tensioners and pulleys from OE suppliers.
Furthermore, febi has decades of experience in manufacturing. Amongst
other components, water pumps are produced at our own production facility in Germany – bilstein group Engineering.

All in One Box
When unnecessary workshop visits generate additional costs and individually packed replacement parts take up too much space in storage,
febi has the right solution. To ensure that our customers can work as
time and cost-effectively as possible, we regularly analyze trends in the
Independent Aftermarket and consistently develop new and supportive
products.
Our timing belt kits with the water pump included contain all the essential elements for a complete and professional repair meaning that
missing key components that result in a delay are a thing of the past.
The Best Support for Every Customer
febi offers belt drive products in various
combinations to provide the customers with
the best possible support. Wholesales can
choose from three different options:
1. Individual Components – offer an individual component repair
2. Timing Belt Kit – for an economical repair
solution, we offer kits without the water
pump
3. Timing Belt Kit with Water Pump – includes the water pump and all other required parts

O u r Q u a l i t y P ro m ise
To u n d e r l i n e o u r h igh
p ro d u c t q u al i t y s t an da rds,
we p rovi d e a 3 ye ar m a n u f ac t u re r g u arante e for a l l
o u r re p l ace m e nt pa r ts –
i n c l u d i n g o u r t i m i n g bel t
ki t s.
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PHE Group strengthens its
presence in I taly with the
acquisition of 2GP adauto S. r . l .

The PHE Group continues its development and completes its
territorial network in Italy with the acquisition of the distributor
2GPADAUTO (Italy).
Based in Bologna, 2G Padauto is a company operating for over 40 years
in the market of the Emilia-Romagna region. Today, it is an undisputed
reference company in the sector with 30 employees, 70,000 references and
10,000 m2 of warehouses. It achieves an annual turnover of €15 million.

PHE, through its subsidiary Autodis
Italia Holding, thus consolidates its
position as number two in the Italian
market by totaling a cumulative
annualized turnover of around €200
million. In Italy, PHE is positioned as
a major operator in the independent
distribution of automotive spare
parts. It has 14 distribution centers
spread across the country. The Group
employs around 400 people in
Italy and offers more than 250,000
references for 188 brands processed.

Italy in figures:
• 62.4 M people
• 301.000 km²
surface
• 39 M passenger
cars
• OES vs IAM: 41/59
• 14 AD Wholesalers
• 179 Outlets

After several acquisitions in 2017 and 2018 on the transalpine market,
this new operation allows the PHE group to increase its presence and
strengthen its logistics system in Italy.

AD Russia reinforced by PartKom
The PartKom company is one of the biggest spare
parts suppliers in the Russian Federation, serving
more than 40 regions daily with spare parts from
its warehouses. Direct contracts with the largest
importers-manufacturers guarantee excellent
service quality to all clients.
“PartKom” is the 4th on the list of top 5 major players in the Russian
spare parts market with an average monthly turnover of no less than
1,5 billion rubles (approx. 16 M euro). The PartKom flagship project
« RDC » (Regional Distribution Center) was invented to provide the
fastest possible delivery - within just one hour – to Russian cities with
populations over 300 thousand people. From Moscow to the remote
regions, from Murmansk and Surgut on the far North to the Volgograd
on the South, - the company is always aimed at the best service possible
even in the farthest and smallest regions of the country. Thanks to the RDC
project, Partkom is able on the one hand to ensure high service quality
to professional clients, and on the other hand to help service workshops
with the organization and development of their businesses, offering
a.o. many opportunities for education in this business area. Thanks to
its growth and the improvement of all work processes, the company
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Finland: The delegation was hosted by Eero Broman

managed to continue its development despite the COVID-19 pandemic
in 2020, and will continue to grow, no matter what obstacles it may face
in the future. With the exception of 2020, when efficiency was impacted
by severe restrictions related to the global pandemic, the company has
always successfully managed to open 6 to 8 RDC delivery hubs annually.
For 2021, despite the harsh situation it still plans to open another 8 RDCs.
The Partkom team believes that « business is people » and especially
values the relations between those people. They feel strong cultural
similarity and affinity with all members in the AD Group. « Joining AD
was therefore a logical move », says the Partkom management. « The high
level оf mutual integration and cooperation with AD helps us all to develop
common progress. We are highly interested and motivated in developing
common projects, such as workshop concepts. »
Both Partkom and
the AD Group look
forward to a successful
continued co-operation
and development of the
business in the Russian
Federation.

VARTA supports workshops to stay
competitive
Today, workshops face
new challenges in their
everyday
business:
due to the increasing
complexity of vehicle
electronics, battery testing and battery replacement, they need
additional service support to keep up with the competition.
Furthermore, more than 30% of the workshops struggle with the
new Start-Stop technology, which is installed in every third car.
By developing special programs that are specifically customized
to the new challenges in battery service, Clarios aims to optimally
prepare and help them to remain in business.
Minimum size:

2.6 INCHES

VARTA Training Academy
In the past there was only one battery technology: the conventional
starter battery, referred to as SLI (starting, lights, and ignition). Today,
there is much greater complexity due to a significant shift in battery
and vehicle technology. These days we have to deal with three different
battery types: AGM, EFB, SLI. This makes it increasingly difficult to select
the right battery and make a proper and efficient replacement so that the
end-consumer can leave the workshop without any further issues.
As the number of vehicles with advanced battery technologies and
start-stop continuously increases, the necessary skills to properly service
start-stop vehicles are vital for a workshop to stay in this business, to be
efficient and to minimize customer claims.
To support our customers and workshops in the course of this technology
shift, we provide a comprehensive training program – from beginner to
expert level. In addition to on-site trainings with mechanics and sales
advisors, Clarios offers in-house training sessions at the headquarters and
live webinars from the Headquarters virtual studio.
These training sessions are train-the-trainer workshops for customers
which have their own training department. During these workshops we
provide the full knowledge and training material which our participants
need to conduct their own battery training sessions, tailored to their
exact needs.

VARTA Partner Portal
The VARTA Partner Portal is a convenient, accessible online service,
enabling every workshop employee to change a battery as quickly and
correctly as possible. After a one-off registration, each employee has free
and unlimited access to individual vehicle details in order to immediately
obtain all the key information needed for replacing the battery.
The tool provides information about battery position, selection of the
right battery, step-by-step replacement instructions and general battery
knowledge. With this tool, workshops save valuable time and costs.
The VARTA Partner Portal is providing:
1. Battery position: 50% of modern vehicle models have a complex
battery location (batteries are installed in the trunk, under the seats
or in other places that are hard to access). The Partner Portal shows a
detailed image of the battery location in the selected vehicle.
2. Battery selection: This module provides the exact-fit battery
recommendation and can find a specific battery by part number
through the Battery Search Code. It suggests alternatives for upselling
or better performance and covers 99.5% of all registered vehicles.
3. Fitting instructions: These facilitate more efficient battery changes
with less failures: In some cases, it can take up to 28 steps to replace
the battery. Step-by-step instructions make the battery fitting process
easier for start-stop vehicles and show the estimated service time.
In the process, the system considers every single detail and indicates
whether connection to the battery management system is necessary.
4. Battery knowledge: This section offers explanations about how the role
of the battery has changed in Start-Stop vehicles, the importance of
using the right battery technology for Start-Stop vehicles and how to
test batteries and interpret the results in start-stop vehicles.
Battery Test Check Program
As the latest ADAC breakdown statistic shows: 42% of car breakdowns
are caused by the battery. To support here, Clarios offers the free VARTA
Battery Test-Check Program. Workshops that have registered for the
program will receive a special testing package, which supports them in
testing the battery of every vehicle entering their premises. Detecting a
defective battery before it fails by testing every battery that comes to the
workshop will enhance customer satisfaction.

One thing is certain in this changing
world : trusted brands can help Y ou
grow

Few things are assured in the
midst of this pandemic, but
one certainty is the almost
universal adoption of digital
technology. We now order food,
shop for clothing and furniture,
attend meetings, make medical
appointments, and monitor
world events almost exclusively through our computers and
mobile devices. And, as millions of consumers return to their
normal driving patterns, they will likely continue to use digital
tools to interact with and select the businesses that will service
and repair their vehicles.
How can your shop stand out in this cluttered digital landscape? Marketing
experts recommend leveraging the power of widely respected and trusted
brands.

“By publicizing your use of leading
brands of parts from reputable
manufacturers, you are sending
the message that customers
can expect better performance,
reliability and value when they
choose your business,” said Andrew
Sexton, group vice president and
general manager for Tenneco’s
DRiV™ EMEA Motorparts business.

DRiV offers many of the industry’s most trusted brands, including FERODO®
brakes; MOOG® steering and suspension components; Monroe® shock
absorbers; and Champion® filters, brake pads and discs, lighting products
and spark plugs.
Parts That Go Farther
Choosing leading brands and topquality, longer lasting parts also
appeals to consumers who, due to
economic concerns, have chosen to
hold onto their existing vehicles rather
than purchase new ones. “It’s a matter
of getting the best possible value in
terms of original equipment-style
product quality and performance,”
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Sexton said. “These products are engineered to perform as well as or better
than the original parts, so customers can be confident that the repair will
last.”
It’s About Your Brand, Too.

Remember, too, that consumers who are satisfied with that first service
experience with your shop are far more likely to return for future repairs.
By taking risks on lesser-known brands and unproven products, you could
squander that single chance to earn a loyal customer.
“Given all the choices consumers have today – and their ability to select a
shop in just a matter of minutes using their smart phones – it’s important
to promote the fact that you only install quality products from leading
manufacturers,” Sexton added. “That simple message can reinforce your
own brand and help assure customers that their satisfaction is your
number-one concern.”

To learn more about the DRiV’s premier brands and products,
contact your DRiV representative or visit the following websites:
www.ferodo.com, www.moogparts.eu, www.monroe.com, and
www.championautoparts.com.

AD Marina and AD Bosch,
partners of AD PARTS, acquire the
business of E uma S.L.
The two partners of AD PARTS, AD Marina and AD Bosch, through
Euma Parts S.L, a 50% owned company, have acquired the
comercial activity of Euma S.L.
Euma, with 38 years of experience in the
market, has 11 points of sale that billed a
total of 15.3 million euro in 2018 (0.4%
more than in 2017), according to the
latest data available in the Registry Trade.
Currently, it has more than a hundred employees among all branches,
managing 80,000 references in stock and serving more than 1,500
customers.
According to Josep Bosch himself, “We have always had a very good
relationship with Euma, they have a very appropriate profile to our way of
doing and being, they have no descendants and they were interested in
selling and we in growing.
“The thing came rolled “, continues in his explanation Josep Bosch: “We’ve
kept the Euma name for its prestige in the market, hard-won by its knowhow and its professional and human quality”.

“We have always had a very good relationship with Euma, they
have a very appropriate profile to our way of doing and being, they
have no descendants and they were interested in selling and we in
growing.
We’ve kept the Euma name for its prestige in the market, hard-won
by its know-how and its professional and human quality”.

This was announced in a brief statement, in which he assured that
“this new company will continue to operate with the same equipment
and facilities autonomously and with the same Euma name, out of
appreciation and respect for the former owners and for the prestige as

a company achieved in the sector for its seriousness and treatment given
to both suppliers and customers during its many years of activity”. “Our
wish is that this excellent track record continues in the future,” concludes
the brief letter.
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ZF enables the next generation
of mobility
ZF is a global technology company and
supplies systems for passenger cars,
commercial vehicles and industrial technology, enabling the next generation of
mobility. ZF allows vehicles to see, think
and act. As a division of the ZF Group we
ensure that ZF’s world-leading OE expertise, knowledge, and innovation is consistently carried forward
into the aftermarket. With the ZF Aftermarket product portfolio
we cover roughly 35 percent of the daily demand of a workshop
from a single source. We offer a wide range of parts and services
of several brands – each encompassing the OE quality and technology of ZF:

Every year, millions of new vehicles equipped with SACHS shock absorbers roll off the production line. Moreover, SACHS offers also high-quality
clutches for original equipment manufacturers and the spareparts market. SACHS offers a great variety of auto spare parts. The SACHS product
range of car spare parts, van spare parts and SACHS products for LCV includes car shock absorbers, car clutches, shock absorbers for LCV, clutches
for vans, clutch kits, CDC dampers for cars, and DMF for cars.
Innovative, inventive and customer focused

Uncompromising OEM quality
LEMFÖRDER is the prime name for
suspension and steering technology in the automotive sector. The
brands premium components are
used as original equipment and
produced in the same quality for
the aftermarket – for a better and
safer driving experience.
As a trusted partner of over 50
vehicle manufacturers worldwide LEMFÖRDER is a leader in
the development of innovative
passenger car, motorcycle, heavy
commercial vehicle and off-road
chassis technology. LEMFÖRDER
product portfolio for the aftermarket include suspension joints, struts, levers, control arms, rods, chassis
mounts as well as engine mounts.
Proven performance and reliablity
With SACHS Performance, ZF is actively involved in professional motorsports. This experience is used in the development and creation of SACHS
products manufactured from high-quality materials for various fields of
application that cover almost all vehicle types.
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ZF Aftermarket’s brand TRW has over 100 years of experience delivering
best-in-class original equipment parts to the world’s leading car companies and customers get the same exceptional quality from TRW Aftermarket. TRW is renowned for safety and an expert in braking, steering & suspension parts and systems with personality. The brand is also known for
its innovations like the world’s first aftermarket brake pad for electric and
hybridvehicles: the TRW Electric Blue brake pad. The TRW brand is always
customer oriented when it comes to services around its products – e.g.
TRW brake pads and discs arrive with essential accessories and fitting kits
included in the box or TRW black painted discs don’t need to be cleaned
before fitting and TRW instructions are always as clear as possible.

Safe on the road with FAG
chassis parts from S chaeffler
Fast acceleration and braking, bumps and potholes, tight bends,
heavy rainfall, snow, gravel, cobblestones, and sand are all things
the chassis has to compensate for – in extreme cases within seconds – while keeping the vehicle safely on the road, ideally so
that the driver hardly notices the fast-changing conditions. It requires detailed knowledge of the overall chassis system to ensure
safe and agile handling as well as to develop components whose
attributes help improve fuel consumption and exhaust emissions.
With its FAG brand, the specialist in this field is Schaeffler. FAG’s
high-quality components for suspension, damping, and bearings
are in great demand worldwide. Whether individual components
or complete repair solutions – with its FAG portfolio Schaeffler
offers unrivalled market coverage worldwide for efficient, highquality chassis repairs.
Back to the future
As a development partner of leading automotive manufacturers, Schaeffler is already working today on developing solutions for tomorrow –
whether steering parts, wheel bearings, driveshaft components, modern
systems for vehicle damping, improved driving safety, or driving dynamics. Most of these will be installed as original equipment in new vehicles
during the next few years. The knowledge and competence gained from
manufacturing original equipment, combined with Schaeffler’s aspiration
to guarantee the utmost product quality for all of its chassis components,
assure parts distributors, garages, and customers alike that vehicles can
be repaired reliably and in excellent quality with repair solutions made by
Schaeffler – both now and in the future. This technological expertise has
grown for over 130 years. Let’s take ball bearings and roller bearings: In
1883, the Schaeffler brand FAG invented the ball grinder, thus laying the

cornerstone for manufacturing ball bearings on an industrial scale. To this
day, the company holds a leading position in wheel-bearing technology
with a multitude of patented solutions.
We are part of every part
For the automotive aftermarket, Schaeffler offers a
comprehensive portfolio of professional chassis repair solutions under the FAG brand. The range was
designed for all key applications within the European car park in consistently high quality. Every single part is developed and
tested according to Schaeffler standards. The complete repair solutions
are tailored towards today’s garage requirements for safe and efficient
repairs and contain all necessary parts to carry out professional repairs
including all required accessories. Schaeffler’s FAG Chassis Parts portfolio
has a unique positioning in the automotive aftermarket and provides everything to tap the big business potential.
For more information scan the QR-code.
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Group of companies AD U kraine
has been a leader in U kraine for
over 10 years

It`s not easy to be a market leader, but it`s a very interesting
work. It is like to go up on escalator that is moving down. You
have to put in many efforts to stay where you are. Luckily, such
conditions make companies tougher and stimulate evolution
of creativity among company staff.
AD Ukraine consist of 5 companies: ESO-Autotechnics, Autodistribution CargoParts, FormaParts, AT Engineering, AD Diesel. The same
owners possess all of these companies. Many years ago, the decision
was made to separate different business directions in each company.
This allows to evaluate more accurately the profitability and dynamics
of each direction, and makes it possible to be more flexible and concentrate on the peculiarities inherent in one or another business. At
the same time, we all remain one team with ability to share experiences and use some resources together.

The long-lasting instability of the political and economic situation in
our country taught us to achieve the desired results in the shortest
time, and constantly consider a chance of forthcoming economic crisis
and/or other external factors that we can`t influence. In a simple form,
our goal is - to perform better than our market on the average. If our
market grows, we want to grow faster; if there is a crisis – we want to
fall slower than others do.
In order to be ready to any scenario, we focus on efficiency and in order to achieve it, our team constantly develops and improves analytical tools, reviews business processes, and monitors many indicators.
At the same time, we continuously monitor the current needs of our
customers and try to adapt our activity to them. A wide network of
branches with warehouses throughout the country, a well-thoughtout assortment, fast delivery of goods, technical advice center and
trainings, a convenient IT platform for customers, a wide network of
partner service stations and a team of experts - this is what we never
stop to invest in. This year 2020 reminded the whole world that the
most valuable thing for an individual is heath, for business it is: reliable partners. Only together, we can overcome difficulties and move
forward. We are pleased that most suppliers are moving away from the
standard approach and find ways to support their customers. We try to
do the same for our customers and our suppliers.
We wish you good health, patience and strength.
Yours faithfully,
AD Ukraine
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